The growing number of citizen space exploration projects require an easily customised, user friendly, open source mission control software application. Devised to support a UK Space Agency CubeSat student payload, Open Mission Control has been extended to support the unique requirements of space exploration missions managed by engaged citizens. Such missions are characterised by their design and substantial operation by citizens typically not engaged in professional space engineering and science. Technical skill ranges from nonexistent to highly sophisticated, so developing software that is satisfying for users of all abilities is challenging. Open Mission Control supports this diverse user base by allowing a mission control application to be created by visually populating the Open Mission Control Application Framework with modules from the Open Mission Control Toolbox. These cover the wide range of telemetry and command functions that a typical small space mission requires, such as a command module with a robust, yet easy to use, arm-and-release procedure. The software can support a variety of ground segment architectures including CCSDS, GENSO and myGroundStations.com, with data replicated and displayed locally in mission specific interfaces. The software is cryptographically configured to act as an active mission control or passive outreach installation allowing 'the real thing' to be safely used by users of all ability. Written in National Instruments LabVIEW TM and a participant in the ESA Summer of Code in Space, source code and binaries released under an OSI BSD license for Windows, OSX and Linux can be downloaded from OpenMissionControl.org. UKube-1 and myPocketQub 391, due to be launched in the second half of 2012, are the first flight projects expected to use the software, followed by many of more than one hundred citizen sponsored Sprite spacecraft due to be dispensed by the KickSat.org CubeSat in early 2013.
I. Introduction
The existence of many successful citizen science projects in different fields has shown that specific scientific tasks can be solved faster and more efficiently by outsourcing them to a large amateur community. [1] [2] [3] An example of such a project is the citizen space science project Galaxy Zoo 4 that was founded as a collaboration between Oxford University, Portsmouth University, the Johns Hopkins University and Fingerprint Digital Media inspired by NASAs Stardust@home project. 5 Within the first year of the project, over 50 million galaxy classifications had been conducted by more than 150.000 volunteers from all over the world. 6 The Zooniverse citizen science Internet platform, which emerged from the Galaxy Zoo project and is used to host a variety of similar projects, currently has more than 500.000 users.
However, citizen engagement in space science and exploration is not limited to data analysis tasks. The KickSat.org 7 project allows anybody to sponsor a fully functional spacecraft-on-a-chip (ChipSat) they can call their own, to broadcast their initials for $300 including launch. For $1000 the sponsor can load their own custom software on the spacecraft, which will then be executed in space.
More examples of successful volunteer space technology projects can be found at The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT), whose volunteer members have been building and launching their own satellites to support amateur radio services since the early sixties. 8 The web site SpaceHack.org, 9 a directory of ways for volunteers to participate in space projects, lists a wide variety of projects in which interested citizens can participate, ranging from data analysis tasks to hardware projects. This directory allows citizens to find out in which ways they can contribute to space research and exploration by making all relevant information about open source, open access space projects easily available.
Projects such as the QB50 Project 10, 11 of the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics or the Naval Postgraduate School CubeSat Launcher (NPSCuL) Project 12 propose that large numbers of small, relatively inexpensive satellites can offer a greater science return than one large satellite mission for certain applications. In the case of the QB50 projects, the satellites of the constellation are not all built by one entity but by universities from around the world, coordinating their efforts to make such a project possible. Participation in such projects is open to members of the amateur community.
The increasing public interest in active participation in space science and space exploration has also been recognised by space agencies around the world. As part of the United States Government's Open Government Initiative a , NASA has released the NASA Open Government Plan, 13 which describes how NASA attempts to make their activities more transparent. The report contains the five NASA Open Government principles, the second of which is enable citizen participation in NASA's mission.
Nov et al. 14 have suggested that citizen science projects are based on two pillars, the technological pillar, that provides the necessary interfaces to coordinate the efforts of a big community, and a motivational pillar that motivates amateurs to engage in such projects. In order to support the technological pillar of citizen space exploration, the Open Mission Control 15 project seeks to develop and deploy an open source mission control software solution that can be easily customised to support a broad variety of missions using spacecraft, balloon and sounding rocket missions. The software will support professionals, students and amateur groups and allow them to monitor and command their missions and assist them in their outreach activities. The software is developed in National Instruments LabVIEW TM , 16 whose graphical design language permits quick and intuitive improvements to the application. In addition, LabVIEW TM offers many ready to use basic elements, such as graph displays and interactive progress bars and it supports multiple threads. The hardware interfacing and FPGA support capabilities of LabVIEW TM are other assets which are expected to be utilised in future missions requiring standards based hardware and sensor interaction.
II. Open Mission Control
The graphical user interface (GUI) of Open Mission Control provides an appealing and intuitive front end suitable for outreach activities, with the back end engine providing the solid underpinnings and functionality required for the professional and reliable operation of a small space mission. Many elements of the software, such as the mission time line slider and tabbed collections of controls, are designed to be familiar to users working with consumer software applications such as video editing packages and web browsers. Open Mission Control was developed as a stand-alone monitoring and control solution for different flight projects, but also as an application builder to enable professionals, students and enthusiast groups to build their own projects, on the fly multi-lingual support has been integrated since its inception. Figure 1 shows an example Open Mission Control screen for myPocketQub 442, the UKSEDS payload for UKube-1. This mission, together with the UKube-1 bus, are expected to be the first flight projects supported by Open Mission Control and they will be used as verification missions to demonstrate the capabilities of the software and to identify possible areas for improvement for future missions. 
A. The Open Mission Control Application Builder
As well as being developed as a standalone software application for supporting specific missions, Open Mission Control will include an Application Builder to enable small space projects to tailor the software to their own needs. The package consists of the Open Mission Control Framework, a skeleton application with elements common to all mission control applications implemented and validated, and the Open Mission Control Toolbox, a collection of hardware and mission specific modules that can be selected as required to support the properties of the target mission. Figure 2 shows how a mission control application can be created by populating the Open Mission Control Application Framework with modules from the Open Mission Control Toolbox. The graphical programming environment of LabVIEW TM allows also users with limited programming experience to quickly adapt the framework to the needs of their flight project by dragging, dropping and connecting toolbox elements.
When developing toolbox modules, particular attention is paid to interface design in order to minimise future integration effort and to maximise the ability of modules to be used in combination with other modules in the framework. Using this approach allows new modules to be developed that can be shared with other flight projects by adopting the conventions used by other modules. An existing application can be tailored for outreach by adding or removing certain modules to reduce the complexity or limit user privileges.
Open Mission Control has four key modules that provide most of its functionality -the Internal Telemetry Database, Data Display Modules, the Command Module and the Operation Timeline module.
The Internal Telemetry Database
Telemetry data is imported into an Open Mission Control instance as soon as it is available in the central mission database or telemetry feed provided by the ground segment. The data is then converted into a standard Open Mission Control format and stored in an internal database. The database is an event based database that stores data in comma separated values (CSV) text-files to permit simple interfacing by third party applications. Individual events record the type and value of each event (including units), a timestamp and other audit trail information.
Data Display Modules
The String Data Display Module is used to display sensor measurements from the spacecraft in the software. The data can be displayed as engineering values or the raw data measured by the sensor. Ranges can be allocated to each sensor reading and color indications to flag in/out/borderline states can be set. Figure 3 shows the String Data Display Module with sensor readings in nominal (green) and critical (red) ranges. The Block Diagram Module allows users to construct an interactive block diagram of the mission hardware or specific modules or subsystems. The elements of the block diagram can be color coded to indicate the status and telemetry readings can be included in the diagram. Figure 5 shows the block diagram module of the OpenSpace Module of the myPocketQub 442 mission. 
The Command Module
Open Mission Control offers three layers of command scripting. The lowest layer is the single commands, that consists of a time tag in Julian date, a command code and a configurable number of parameters whose length can be adapted individually. These single commands can be combined to form command scripts. These command scripts allow frequently used predefined command sequences to be assembled for one click reuse. As the format of command scripts are typically space segment specific, scripts are typically customised within the Command Module for individual missions. The standard format of a command script is a succession of single commands without any additional formatting.
The third command scripting layer is command lists. These can be sequences of single commands and command scripts. The command module allows these command scripts to be assembled from a list of available single commands and command scripts provided by the mission's central server or the local database. These time tagged command lists are then uploaded to the central mission database from where they are distributed to designated ground stations. Figure 6 shows structure of an example command list, where the command scripts within the command list are indicated by red rectangles. For simpler missions, the complexity of command scripts might not be necessary. If this is the case, the Command Module can be configured to only support merging single time-tagged commands to form a command list. A schematic of the command scripting cycle is shown in figure 7 . Figure 7 . Schematic of the Command Assembly. Figure 8 shows a Command Module, where different command scripts or single commands can be assembled into a command list for upload to the mission's central server. To send a command via Internet, a secure structured uniform resource locator (URL) including a digital signature is accessed by the software. The parameters necessary to generate the digital signature are collected during user authentication by the software. 
B. Utilisation Features
Open Mission Control aims to implement a user friendly and intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) design by echoing design and navigation concepts the user is likely to be already familiar with through the use of popular consumer software packages and web sites. A brief description of a few of these elements is outlined below.
Timeline
The Open Mission Control timeline is always displayed at the top of every screen and allows instant review of the status of a mission at any time. The main elements of the timeline are two animated progress bars, shown in Figure 9 , which are designed to be familiar to users of video editing packages and websites (such as YouTube d ), and allow high speed scrubbing' and playback of mission data. A blue upper progress bar allows a coarse mission episode to be selected. That is, a period of time from the mission that the user wishes to interactively display and review data from. A mission episode can be defined by simply clicking on the desired start and stop times on the complete mission timeline, or by selecting a specific date and time using a date-time-picker. The complete available data set from which mission episodes can be selected is continuously updated from the central mission database. A red lower progress bar is used to finely navigate to a specific point in time within the selected mission episode and to animate the time progress during simulation. Once the mission episode and the current point in time within This interactive timeline concept makes it easy to repeat critical mission episodes for analysis and to demonstrate dependencies within the telemetry data in outreach activities.
Help
Emphasis is given to the development of the help system, to simplify the use of the software in outreach activities. Each module comes with a detailed web standards based help page, where the purpose and the use of the module is described. The help system benefits from modularity of the software by bundling the help text with the module so when it is reused it is automatically available to the end user rather than having to be included as a distinct step. This also permits the modules to be self documenting and ensures that module and documentation updates occur in lock step.
Export
Open Mission Control is designed for interactive command and review of mission data in a user friendly manner. In order to permit analysis of data by external tools, a comprehensive export tool is provided to allow the data to be extracted for further analysis and simulation. The Export Module permits either specified subsets of data (for example, from a specific sensor and time interval) to be exported, or the entirety of a mission episode or entire mission to be extracted as into a standards based file.
C. Operation Modes
Open Mission Control is designed to support several different use-cases typically seen in small space missions. Combinations of these use-cases can be used to cover different aspects of the mission, such as mission control and public outreach, whilst using the same code base which greatly enhances the experience for the outreach participants and eliminates the cost of providing separate tools for each application.
Direct Operation Mode
In DO mode, a single instance of the software is run on the mission's control computer. A receiving ground station is connected to a hardware or software terminal node controller (TNC), which is directly connected to the mission control computer and transfers the received data directly to Open Mission Control. Open Mission Control converts the incoming telemetry (TM) from an individual TM format, such as AX.25, to the Open Mission Control database format and saves the values as raw data and as engineering values. Telecommands (TCs) are transferred from Open Mission Control directly to the TNC in the required format and are also stored in the Open Mission Control database. Since the software is only operated on a single machine, the database does not need to be synchronised with other instances of the software and can therefore be managed by the Open Mission Control internal database.
This mode is intended for short duration missions, such as sounding rocket missions, that are controlled from one personal computer and whose data is not required to be accessible from a global mission database. Figure 10 shows the Open Mission Control Direct Mission Operation configuration. 
Mission Observation Mode
MO mode, shown in figure 11 , is intended for monitoring and outreach purposes, which do not require commanding capabilities. The MO mode can be realised as Internet Mission Observation mode (IMO) or as Direct Mission Observation mode (DMO). In DMO, an instance of Open Mission Control runs on a local personal computer that is connected to a receive-only device such as the FUNcube e dongle, that incorporates a software defined radio receiver in a universal serial bus (USB) dongle. The received data is decoded using a software TNC such as MixW, and stored in the Open Mission Control internal database. Packets that are not received or are corrupted are not stored in the database and can not be reviewed. IMO populates the Open Mission Control internal database with packets published on a central publicly accessible mission packet database so that, for example, in an outreach situation users do not have to have any special hardware or software to participate. We expect to create a combine DMO/IMO mode in future that will allow packets lost or missed in DMO mode to be back filled using the IMO systems and for DMO stations to automatically contribute packets to the central mission packet database.
Multi Controller Mode
As in IMO mode, MC mode (figure 12) requires every instance of the Open Mission Control software to be running on a network with access to the central mission packet database. The data displayed by Open Mission Control instances is directly read from the central database and each instance of the software can write data into the central mission database if it possesses the required user privileges. The central mission database can be connected to a network of ground stations (such as GENSO 17 or myGroundStations.com f ), which receive and transmit data to the spacecraft. In this manner the satellite can be commanded from any machine with an Open Mission Control instance and a connection to the central mission database. 
III. Applications and Future Work
Open Mission Control will be used for monitoring and controlling several CubeSat missions in the future, in order to verify the software and identify areas for potential improvement. The first version of Open Mission Control is currently under development and is expected to be operational for the launch of UKube-1 in 2012/2013. For UKube-1, Open Mission Control will be used to monitor and potentially command the satellite bus, as well as the UKSEDS myPocketQub 442 payload and for UKube-1 outreach activities. Another mission to use Open Mission Control is the myPocketQub 391 mission, due to be launched in 2012/2013. In 2013, the KickSat.org CubeSat will be launched within NASA's Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa) programme. 18 The satellite will dispense more than one hundred citizen sponsored Sprite spacecraft into Low Earth Orbit (LEO), of which many are expected to be monitored by Open Mission Control. To expand the adaptability of the software, the interface module that allows to access the global satellite database or to receive the data directly from a TNC will be improved to support additional protocols and telemetry formats.
Also an Operation Timeline Module is to be developed, that gives an overview over the operation history of the mission. The timeline will be adjustable to past mission periods, provide visual information about when telecommands were sent, and about the times at which telemetry was received including indicating transmission modes such as UHF or S-Band transmission.
Users will also be able to review details of each telecommand or telemetry package shown in the operation timeline by hovering over the entry.
